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Cold Climes

Ben Nevis North Face, oil on canvas, 61x76cm. (Tim Pollard)
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Alastair Lee – I’ve often wondered what it must have been like to be a 
pioneer in the golden age of mountaineering, to be the first to stand at 

the foot of a mountain and wonder at its possibilities. 
But as we climb on into the 21st century there are seemingly few areas 

in the world that remain unexplored and even fewer mountain ranges with 
significant unclimbed peaks – the politically inaccessible five and six thou-
sand metre peaks of Eastern Tibet perhaps an exception. 

So the modern adventurer must find new ways to explore boundaries, 
find new ground and push limits. Combining speed ascents, purer and 
purer style, solo or multi-day ascents, with emerging disciplines like para-

The mile-long north-east ridge of Ulvetanna divides the sunlit north face (right) 
and shaded east face (greatly foreshortened). ABC was sited on the small 
promontory at the foot of the ridge. (Alastair Lee)
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alpinism (climbing and BASE jumping) does create the most mind-blowing 
adventures imaginable, all fantastic stuff but a long way from the simplicity 
of the early pioneers where the task was simple, the goal and motivation 
clear.

In this context, the Fenriskjeften mountains of northern Queen Maud 
Land, Antarctica perhaps represent the last chance saloon for today’s 
adventure climber. They are so remote and inaccessible that they remained 
unexplored, and one of the planet’s best kept mountaineering secrets, until 

Aerial photo looking north to the west faces of Holtanna (r) and Kintanna with 
the south buttress of Ulvetanna catching the sun at left. The crash site of the 
DC3 is just visible, the aircraft was subsequently rebuilt in situ and flown back 
to Canada. (Alastair Lee)

1994 when Ivar Tollefsen lead an eclectic 13-man Norwegian expedition to 
the area aboard a Russian icebreaker. 

The Fenriskjeften were first sighted and photographed from the air in 
1939 by the Nazi Antarctic Expedition. Conspiracy theory variously specu-
lates that they were looking for a secret base to hide the Third Reich should 
they lose the war, or a location from which to run top-secret projects – 
an Antarctic Atlantis. Their whale-spotting planes overflew Queen Maud 
Land dropping iron crosses with swastikas on them to usurp the territory 
originally claimed in 1938 by the Norwegians; Queen Maud Land, named 
after the Queen of Norway.

After WWII the Norwegians re-claimed the territory and in the late 
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1950s conducted a photographic survey of this unexplored area revealing 
a striking collection of peaks including a large triangular summit poking 
clear of the horizon. It would be this photograph, which lay unseen for 35 
years in the Norwegian Polar Institute’s archives, that would light the fire 
for Ivar Tollefsen to organize an expedition of climbers to find out just how 
big that peak might be. His motive was to find ‘the highest peak in Norway’ 
recognizing that Queen Maud Land was Norwegian territory.

In 1997 Ivar, with just the climbers from the original trip, explored an 
area further to the east to climb the Ronde Spire. They were accompa-
nied to the Russian science base Novolazarevskaya (a.k.a. Novo, the veri-
table launch pad for expeditions to Queen Maud Land) by an American 
‘dream team’ including Alex Lowe, Conrad Anker, Gordon Whistler and 
Jon Krakauer. The ensuing National Geographic magazine article describing 
their ascent of Rakekniven Peak was my first exposure to the possibilities 
of climbing in Antarctica and the baffling visuals of the peaks of northern 
Queen Maud Land. Like every mountaineer I was simply blown away by 
the photos – this was a different planet and certainly somewhere I would 
never get to, no way. Besides I’d never be a good enough climber with the 
skills required to operate in such an environment.

Quite how I ended up on the first ascent of one of the planet’s outstanding 
rock features is unclear – perhaps the wild ambition of my mountain film 
making had paid off, that and a fruitful filming partnership with a world 

class climber: Leo Houl-
ding. However, just 
being there on the mile-
long north-east ridge of 
Ulvetanna, a combina-
tion of a 600m knife-
edge ridge, steep cracks, 
perfect corners, roofs 
and overhanging off-
widths; would rank as 
the ultimate ‘perk of the 
job’ for any adventure 
film maker. 

We touched down at 
this wildest of places in a 
giant Russian Antonov, 

on a blue ice runway, at 4am on 16 December 2012. Novo was even more 
desolate than I was prepared for, with no permanent structures or popula-
tion and no sign of Western development or comfort. We were met by the 
news that a DC3 aircraft picking up a team from their camp at Holtanna 
Peak (also in the Fenriskjeften range) had crashed on take off. The plane 
was a write-off with propellers and undercarriage strewn across the ice but 
fortunately no one was seriously hurt. With one aircraft down the ALCI 
scheduling was put under extra strain and our flight into Ulvetanna was 

The team was dropped off by ski plane 5km from the 
wall with 1700kg of equipment. (Alastair Lee)

now in doubt – at one point rescheduled by a week. 
Luck was on our side, though, and as we flew into the Fenriskjeften 

range next day, on schedule but in 50/50 conditions, I tried to imagine 
what it must have been like for the Norwegians in their Russian helicopter 
approaching Ulvetanna that first time. Robert Casperson, the lead climber 
on the 1994 expedition, described to me how the mountain just grew bigger 
and bigger as did their excitement at what such a peak might provide in 
terms of climbing. Cliffs of 1000m or more are rare jewels on Planet Earth, 
so rare that you can name most of them on one hand. It seems the world’s 
geological processes have resulted in a plethora of walls between 500 and 
800m, there are hundreds of these with umpteen still unexplored and 
unclimbed but a magic 1000m wall, unbroken by significant ledge systems, 
is rare indeed. When it became apparent that the north face of Ulvetanna 
is comparable with El Cap and the east face even bigger, the Norwegians 
knew they had found a very special mountain, ‘the masterpiece of the 
range’ with the unclimbed north-east ridge being ‘the’ line of the mountain.

We were almost three weeks into our expedition before finally being in a 
position to start climbing. It had been an arduous time ferrying loads across 
5km of white desert from base camp to advance base camp at the foot of 
the face. Leo had spent the morning ‘faffing’ with the enormous amount of 
climbing gear then, like an overburdened ironmonger he stepped towards 
the massive wall and declared: ‘I’m exhausted, I feel terrible and there’s 
ice in my boots, let’s do it.’ With our champion climber demonstrating his 
ruthless determination to succeed, it was time to step into the unknown. 

There I was hanging on the fixed lines en route to the ridge, totally out 

Leo Houlding halfway up the crumbly ‘Dinosaurs Spine’ (XS 5b), which involved 
full rope length run-outs between hand-drilled bolt belays. (Alastair Lee)
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of shape, intoxicated by adrenalin and awe. Few things in life can be as 
terrifying as jumaring on a single line on a huge cliff and I spent a lot of the 
time convinced that the rope was about to snap and I’d soon be in freefall 
along with my heavily laden sack of glass and camera bodies. Add to that 
the sheer physical exhaustion of jumaring twelve consecutive rope-lengths, 
complex knot-passing manoeuvres and moments of total amazement at 
your situation. Indeed if Antarctica’s jaws were to snap me up, this would 
be an easy opportunity – I was a sitting duck.

Filming did offer a window of relief from my own personal terror: 
getting just the right shot often involved being in the most exposed position 
and then pushing out on your toes that inch or two more to get the frame 
looking just right. My first action sequence on Ulvetanna was of Stanley 
on the fourth pitch, a dream splitter crack on the first headwall cutting into 
the ridge proper. This followed my first session of jumaring in almost eight 
months and by the time I was in position to film my arms were totally shot. 
I couldn’t unclip a karabiner or unzip my jacket; this is the reality of big 
wall filming. Hopefully the shots look well executed and considered – the 
reality is they were bloody desperate occasions, usually a case of get in 
position, shoot one take and get the hell out of there.

The remoteness of this location is really hard to convey. There’s no pros-
pect of rescue and you’re a long way from anything edible (bar expedi-
tion members). Working-class hero Jason Pickles’s surreal quip summed 
up the situation: ‘I’ve just realized I’ve never been this far away from a 
policeman.’ This was during lavish New Year’s Eve celebrations at our 
deluxe base camp, all courtesy of meticulous organization by expedition 
master Leo Houlding. Perhaps the fear of what could go wrong on this 
most serious of extreme camping holidays had put Leo’s preparations into 
overdrive. Every eventuality had to be thought through and accounted for, 
from 100mph blizzards to New Year’s Eve celebrations. So there we were 
on the ice, cracking open the champagne wearing party hats and down 
suits, momentarily in shadow as the midnight sun dipped behind Ulve-
tanna.

At 12am on the 25th day of the trip I found myself on the ‘dinosaur’s 
back’, the most exposed section of the north-east ridge, alone. The rest 
of the team was lower down the wall hauling 300kg of gear to the ledge 
camp below the final headwall. I looked up at the ridge, the wind blowing 
a hoolie as the fixed line lay draped down the more exposed northern side. 
The unusual angle of the ridge and crazy exposure had me a little stumped 
on how to proceed. I decided to wait on the hanging belay for a bit of moral 
support from the rest of the crew. That didn’t work as hanging around just 
increased my anxiety so I climbed onto the ridge, shunting my jumars on 
the sagging line, unsure whether if I weighted it I’d just pendulum down 
one side of the face. I berated myself yet again for putting myself in such 
a position – I was not a big wall climber and really had no business to be 
there. I’m no pioneer; I just don’t have the mental construction to deal 
with it all. I will, however, put myself through what is necessary to get the 

Sean ‘Stanley’ Leary on pitch 5, California Crack (5.11d / E4 6a), a splitter hand crack 
running 60m from ledge to ledge, vertical to slightly overhanging. (Alastair Lee)
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shots I need, sticking my neck out yet again for the film I’m making. Not 
for the first time in my career I pondered whether this would, one day, be 
the end of me. 

The next 40 minutes was one of the most blood-curdling experiences of 
my life as I climbed the ridge with just jumars on the fixed line as back-up. 
This was, of course, completely the wrong technique – if I’d just had faith 

Sean Leary leading the first pitch (E4 6a / A2) of the 600m headwall from the 
spacious ‘plateau of great expectations’ camp. Already 1000m up, this pitch 
required the only two lead bolts of the route and a few aid moves. (Alastair Lee)

and weighted the rope I’d have found it okay. But shock of the exposure on 
either side made me instinctively stay close to the rock. Familiarity breeds 
contempt and a couple of days ferrying loads and shooting Leo re-leading 
some stunning pitches had me moving with ease. I take my hat off, though, 
to the lead climbers Leo and Stanley – true adventurers stepping into the 
unknown with each pitch, 5.12 corners, overhanging cracks, off-widths 
and chimneys.

We were confident, despite the 
deepening cold and increasing 
wind as we gained height, that if 
we just kept pushing the rope a 
couple of pitches higher each day 
without overextending ourselves, 
we would eventually reach the 
top.

Leo was sat on the summit 
block, a classic pointy top, looking 
relaxed but eager to keep moving. 
Time was of the essence and it 
was cold, like really effing cold. 
For almost a month we’d been 
treated to blue skies and almost 
no wind. Then just a few hundred 
metres below the summit the 
weather started to turn. But Leo 
knew the crucial importance of 
good summit shots, not only for 
the film’s visual narrative and 
historical perspective but also to 
appease the sponsors who had 
written the cheques to get us here. 

This is how I came to be the twelfth person to stand on the summit of 
Ulvetanna and the second behind Leo to complete the north-east ridge. 
Seems my film making has made me an accidental big wall alpinist. 

The film depicts a perfect summit scene in less than perfect weather – a 
delirious team high-fiving and hugging in well composed technically sound 
shots. But at a cost: in the process of capturing stills and footage from two 
or three positions in close to minus 30° my right hand had lost all feeling. 
A mild panic came over me. I removed my glove and shoved my hand 
between Chris’s legs groaning in pain as he massaged my digits back to 
life. Leo and Jason were discussing how this poor weather rated amongst 
their library of poor weather experiences, all the while Stanley cursing his 
way through another lighter as he failed to light up. This was the more real-
istic summit scene but one that might confuse the audience and certainly 
put broadcasters off, but more to the point the one that was impossible to 
capture.

Alastair Lee, extreme adventure cameraman. 
(Leo Houlding)
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Leo Houlding leading pitch 3 of the headwall (E5 6b, A1) with Jason Pickles belaying – one 
of several pitches subsequently re-climbed for stills and video photography. (Alastair Lee)

Thanks to Leo’s superb leadership and guidance and after eight days 
on the wall and 17 climbing days in total we were all back on the glacier, 
exhausted, elated, accomplished and just glad to be alive. There was still 
a mammoth amount of work to do but at least no more hanging on 10mm 
lines. We had survived the double suffer fest of big wall climbing and polar 
exploration and succeeded in a stunning first ascent. I also had that warm 
feeling inside that once again we had succeeded in capturing some unique 
alpine footage.

Flying out over this surreal mountain range in piercing light we could 
see it was one hell of an impressive line. There will always be a ‘last great 
problem’ and maybe there are still some otherworldly mountains to be 
discovered on some overlooked map. I wrote in my diary as I waited on 
the ice to be airlifted out:

‘. . . somewhere out there, in somebody’s mind is the last great climb.’ 

Leo Houlding – It was just after I left school that I first laid eyes on Ivar 
Tollefsen’s inspirational book describing the first climbing expedition 

to the mythical Fenriskjeften mountains. My soul was instantly captivated 
by the other-wordly landscape, the mile-high granite spires penetrating 
an endless white desert in that most romantic last great wilderness – 
Antarctica. I was particularly struck by the immaculate perfection of 
Ulvetanna, the fang of the Fenris wolf, a beast of Norse legend so fierce it 
almost destroyed the world, that dominates the most remarkable mountain 
range on earth. From then on I’d dreamed of amassing the skill, strength 
and support necessary to get me there. 

Back then, of course, I’d never climbed a big wall, had no expedition expe-
rience and was only just beginning to flirt with sponsorship. As ambitious as 
I was naïve, ‘One day,’ I thought, ‘I’m going to climb that.’ On 19 January 
2013 that dream became reality, as Sean ‘Stanley’ Leary, Jason ‘Manly’ 
Pickles, Chris Rabone, Alastair Lee and I stood atop that lonely spire so 
very far from home. 

Ulvetanna is simply 
magnificent – like 
Cerro Torre only 3000 
miles from the nearest 
town and, save for the 
farthest reaches of the 
ocean, as remote as 
anywhere on earth.

During the 
mammoth task of 
organisation and 
research for the trip, 
apart from the obvious 
issues of extreme cold 
and hurricane force 

A blizzard pins down the team above the Dinosaur’s 
Spine. (Alastair Lee)
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winds, my key concern was reports of rotten rock, often described as ‘kitty 
litter’ granite. That and the fact the trip would cost twice as much as my 
first house. . .

Antarctic logistics are a vastly complex and costly business, which no 
doubt explains why our magnificent north-east ridge of Ulvetanna, surely 
one of the most impressive, compelling and aesthetic lines on Earth, had 
remained unclimbed. Although around a dozen climbing expeditions 
had had the good fortune to observe this rock masterpiece at first hand, 
only once had it been attempted, by the seasoned polar wall climbers Ivar 
Tollefsen, Robert Casperson and Trond Hilde whose ambitious alpine-
style attempt in poor conditions the previous season had been abandoned 
after just a couple of pitches.

Encountering the feature in the flesh for the first time I could immedi-
ately see why. The scale is indescribably immense, the setting extremely 
intimidating, very much ‘the big scary mountain’ as it became un-affec-
tionately known.

Our objectives for our time in the Fenriskjeften were threefold: first and 
foremost, for everyone to return home alive, in one piece and frostbite free. 
Second to make the first ascent of the mighty north-east ridge and thirdly, 
of equal importance, to make a film of our expedition encompassing the 
highest production values ever achieved during such an endeavour. This 
was no small ambition. The filming would be just as challenging as the 
climbing, effectively doubling an already monstrous task and requiring the 
whole team to work together with this specific goal constantly in mind.

We discussed our ascent tactics at length. In our hearts, Stanley, Jase 
and I were keen to attempt the route in alpine style over a week or so. But 
in our heads was the overwhelming fear of failing in our primary objective 
i.e. dying – that, coupled with the epic scale of the route and not being able 
to shoot a film of the quality we wanted, meant we opted for an all-out 
siege assault. 

After establishing a base camp citadel and advanced base fort we began 
the arduous task of fixing rope up the initial 300m vertical wall. The archi-
tecture of the north-east ridge, whilst making it so striking, presents some 
major complications to any form of ascent.

The climbing, however, was of fantastic quality, the conditions better 
than we had dared hope for: clear skies, no wind and temperatures in single 
negative figures which enabled free-climbing in rock shoes and, incredibly, 
without gloves. Stanley and I shared all the leading partnered by Chris and 
Jase respectively. Our teams alternated between pushing the rope higher up 
the face and re-climbing sections for Al with his camera.

The lower angled initial section of the ridge fell to Stanley and Chris and 
proved more taxing than anticipated, with unconsolidated snow covering 
surprisingly sparsely featured rock. The rock quality, though sufficiently 
crumbly on the surface to create an uncomfortable sense of insecurity was 
certainly not as bad as we had feared.

The main section of the ridge is a feature unlike anything I have ever 

seen: a 45 degree edge about 400m long, less than a metre wide and with 
a 500m drop on either side. How such an unusual shape formed or how it 
remains standing I do not know. What I do know is that leading up it into 
the abyss, with clouds swirling in the cauldron of the north face, for entire 
rope-lengths with out any protection, facing certain death should I slip, on 
terrain that was only just easy enough, with one of my best friends, was a 
rare privilege indeed.

Arriving at the large ledge at the base of the headwall, already a thou-
sand metres up our line and having just completed a spacewalk of mind 
numbing exposure, I felt for the first time that we might actually reach the 
summit.

Next we had to haul some 450kg of equipment, food, fuel and cameras 
up 500m of vertical wall and 300m of 45 degree, one-metre-wide Dino-
saur’s Spine to this, the Expectant Plateau. It took four whole days of ball-
breaking effort and endless gargantuan faffs to pack, carry, repack, haul, 
repack again, jumar loads, pull up ropes and finally establish a safe haven 
stocked for ten days with sufficient supplies, hardware, software and rope 
to face anything this big scary headwall in this harshest corner of the Earth 
could throw at us.

The headwall above the Expectant Plateau delivered the goods for which 

‘Just let me know when you’ve had enough.’ Jason Pickles cleaning the second 
headwall as the weather deteriorates. (Alastair Lee)
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Sean Leary re-climbs the Immaculate Corner, pitch 2, of the headwall (E4 6a) 
for the camera during improved conditions on the descent. (Alastair Lee)

we’d travelled so far to sample. Steep corners and splitter cracks enticed us 
upwards with much but managed strain, without need for hammer nor 
piton save two bolts on the initial blank slab. True free-climbing gave way 
to French free as temperatures plunged before declining further to all-out 
aid as shade and searching wind put paid to any ideas of freeing the beast.

When Stanley slayed the Slot of Despair – a flared off-width through a 
huge roof halfway up the headwall – our shadowed glimpse of success was 
made real. Of course next day a storm broke, but without time to wait it out 
we pushed cautiously up into the gathering clouds.

Jase and I reached ‘Snow Petrel Pillar’, a great ledge, perched directly on 
the ridge. The blizzard intensified: in the shade, in the wind, the anemom-
eter read minus 27˚C and dropping. I massaged sensation back into Jase’s 
feet, ignoring the trace of fear on his brow; my own urge to run away. 

‘We really need to bag 
another pitch, but let’s not 
expire ourselves,’ I encour-
aged.

‘Just let me know when 
you’ve had enough!’ replied 
Jase, his manly tone wavering 
as he realized that dropping 
the gauntlet can lead to frost-
bite.

‘It’s like that, is it? Right 
then pass me the sharp ends.’ 

Dry humour, controlled 
denial, essential assets for 
polar wall-climbing.

The storm raged all night 
and into the next day. Nobody 
was keen to leave the relative comfort and safety of camp. But time was 
desperately tight and in the lulls of the tempest we could hear the faintest 
whispers of the summit calling. Chris and Stanley gallantly set off up the 
ropes for their turn at the cold coal face. 

Some hours later we all convened on Cold Ledge. The second headwall 
lay desperately close to the summit but the terrain had become complex 
and convoluted. On the east face, in the full force of the wind, the anemom-
eter read minus 35˚C. Upper lips frozen stiff, chins held high but buried 
deep in layers of hood and scarf, it was a great relief when Stanley radioed 
down that the line was fixed and the ground above looked better.

Crowded stances, the crawl of a five man pace, the relentless gale and 
shade-cold, ice-caked eyelashes and beards testing the sternest determi-
nation, a pitch below the top the assault on us unexpectedly ceased. The 
unmistakable summit was just 50m further on – a pinnacle no larger than 
a coffee table that was barely big enough for the five of us to stand on 
together. A outburst of emotion was greeted by a momentary break in 

The summit group, jubilant even at minus 35°C. 
Top left to bottom right: Leo Houlding, Jason 
Pickles, Chris Rabone, Sean Leary, Alastair Lee. 
(Alastair Lee)
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Postscript: A little over a year 
after our return from Antarctica 
‘Stanley’ was killed proximity 
flying his wing-suit on a BASE 
jump in Zion, Utah.

The unsung hero of modern 
Yosemite climbing, Sean Leary 
was a true big wall master, 
highly skilled in hard aid, high 
speed and long free climbs. 
With his broad smile and laid-
back demeanour he was the 
finest and fittest partner you 
could hope for and one of my 
best friends. Leo Houlding

Sean ‘Stanley’ Leary 1975 - 2014.

the cloud and bath of golden light. Dave could actually see us with the 
600mm lens from ABC a mile below. Howling to the moon like the Fenris 
wolf itself, Al fought desperately frozen fingers to capture that ephemeral 
moment, before we began the massive descent. 

At Snow Petrel Pillar we paused to consider the state of play. Stanley 
and I were equipped with wing-suits and BASE rigs, ready to fly the entire 
line of the ridge back to ABC. It would be impossible in the current storm, 
but we had the option of leaving lines fixed and praying for better weather 
the next day. Conversely, should the weather deteriorate further we would 
still have to jumar some 600m up to the exit point to clean the ropes before 
we could even begin a more conventional and now greatly extended 
descent. This prospect, combined with the serious complications involved 
in descending the Dinosaur’s spine with our masses of kit, taxing even in 
fine conditions, close to critical in the current blizzard, convinced us that 
we could not leave our friends in such a predicament and that our climactic 
flight would have to wait for another day.

Five days later we all stumbled back into base camp exhausted but safe. 
We had achieved our three objectives and all trace of our presence in that 
pristine wilderness would be erased.

Summary: Personal accounts of climbing and filming the first ascent of 
the north-east ridge of Ulvetanna, (E6 6b, 5.12a, A2, 33 pitches, 1750m), 
Queen Maud Land, Antarctica, January 2013. Leo Houlding, Sean 
‘Stanley’ Leary, Jason Pickles, Chris Rabone and Alastair Lee (David 
Reeves ground support). Lee’s film, The Last Great Climb won the Best 
Climbing Film category at Banff Mountain Festival and the Judges’ Special 
Prize at the Kendal Mountain Festival.

CALUM MUSKETT

Wall of Paine
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Like many Welsh students, I first learnt about Patagonia at secondary 
school. The history of the Welsh migration to the area was interesting 

but it wasn’t until I read Paul Pritchard’s seminal first autobiography Deep 
Play, with its photos of hulking granite monoliths and tales of epic ascents 
and ferocious storms, that the area really caught my interest. Patagonia 
sounded truly wild and of all its mountains the ominously named Towers 
of Paine seemed to me some of the most aesthetically pleasing and inspiring 
summits I had ever seen.

In late spring 2013 I received an email from Jerry Gore inquiring as 
to whether I’d be interested in joining him on an expedition to climb the 
south face of the South Tower of Paine – the biggest unclimbed wall in 
Patagonia. Given Jerry’s enthusiastic sales pitch on top of my own desire 
to visit the area I readily committed to the expedition without pausing to 
check my diary: it’s not every day you get the opportunity to visit one of 

In Patagonia. Twid Turner battles the elements on the approach to advance 
base camp in the Bader Valley. (All photos: Calum Muskett)


